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The words of a person of no importance ! Had they been
spoken by someone with a name, like Venizelos, they could
have been published with big headlines !
At Chanak an Australian came on board who had been
working for the Australian government at Gallipoli, con-
structing cemeteries and identifying bodies. He told me that
ten pounds sterling is paid to a Turk for a corpse or a skeleton.
Out of 25,000 only 12,000 had been identified. Hundreds of
thousands of pounds were being spent on architectural
memorials, tree-planting and designing. I said to myself,
they cost much, these dead, more indeed than the widows
and orphans who are left.
On arrival at Constantinople I learnt the news that a peace
conference was about to take place at Mudania, a little village
on the coast of Anatolia, at which the Allies, with the British
in predominance, were presiding.
The P&ra Palace Hotel was full of fluttering, agitated
newspaper men, whose consternation was the result of a British
official declaration that no correspondents should be present!
Surely army generals know that whereas shot and shell
and mine and gas can intimidate an enemy, there is no way
of annihilating the correspondents of the press! Their job is
to be wherever there is anything to tell, and anything that is
particularly private or confidential is their especial business.
They—that is, we—had obviously to reach Mudania! British
authority did not prevail outside Constantinople. It was
only necessary to leave in order to arrive. But how get there ?
There were rumours of an American destroyer, but this was
cancelled. The United States authorities had no wish to be
embroiled with the British.
I hovered between two groups in animated discussion, the
English and the American: I could belong to either as occasion
suited. The English were concerned as to the price of a tug
boat and whether the expense were justified, and prominent
among them the Times correspondent announced that it was
not worth the trouble of going. Whatever news there was he
would get at Constantinople. This gentleman being on
especially excellent terms with General Harington as well as

